
Annual Enrollment is just a few months away! Effective benefits communications 
will be essential this year at a time when there is a heightened focus on wellness. 
In addition, employers are experiencing a new dynamic in the workplace: the ongoing 
“Great Resignation” is resulting in high levels of turnover, and new employees aren’t 
familiar with their benefits and enrollment process yet. Today’s employers need 
communications that can help both seasoned and newer employees navigate
enrollment and choose the right benefits for their unique needs.

Employers typically have 
three audiences their 
benefits communications
need to target:

Your communication strategy
should span all audiences

Whichever method or combination of methods you choose, be sure that
your communication strategy considers all your different audiences.

Use a multichannel approach:
digital and print go hand-in-hand

Unless you know exactly how your audience prefers to receive a communication, 
the safer and more effective option is to send it via multiple channels.

DIGITAL PRINT

OUR RECOMMENDATION?
If you're going to send a print communication, send it digitally, too!

Think print communications
are declining in use?
Think again!
The bswift Communication Practice has seen 
renewed importance for print since many employees 
still work from home, at least part of the time. 

74%

74% of U.S. 
companies
are using
or plan to 
implement
a hybrid work 
model 
permanently.1

SHIFT THE CONVERSATION TO MENTAL HEALTH

Our Communication Practice has seen 
clients reporting an uptick in usage
of mental health benefits…

…and that means there is an 
urgent need for more education 
around them.

Make mental health 
a focal point of your
communications 
to help employees get 
the support they need.

25% The WHO has reported a
25% increase in anxiety and 
depression worldwide, 
triggered by the pandemic.2

THINK BEYOND MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VISION

Historically, most people have
been focused on core benefits, like 
medical, dental and vision insurance.
The pandemic has changed this, and this shift is likely here to stay.

Identify the soft benefits that you offer and bring 
them into the spotlight in your communications.

TAKE A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO WELLBEING

Today, the concept of wellbeing 
includes a range of wellness areas:

Our Communication Practice has worked with many clients to deliver
and communicate benefits via a total rewards approach. This way,
employers can take holistic approach to delivering benefits information
to their workforce.

Your benefits communication strategy feels more cohesive and your
employees can get a clearer picture of their overall wellbeing.

CALENDARIZE YOUR BENEFITS EDUCATION

When it comes to year-round 
benefits communication, we know 
employers often struggle to keep 
employees’ attention.

Investing Tips

April May June

Mental Health PTO & Childcare Benefits

This way, employees may be more likely to look forward to each topic,
helping to build their interest and engagement with their benefits over time.

KEEP EMPATHY AT THE CORE OF YOUR COMMUNICATIONS

Our research has found that 
benefits are often tied to family 
needs and feelings of security 
for employees.3

Our Communication Practice recommends to always

communicate with compassion
about benefits and enrollment.

.

SOLICIT AND IMPLEMENT EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK

What you want:
Employee engagement with your 
benefits program

What your 
employees want:
For you to recognize their
needs and preferences

Gather feedback regularly 
from your employees.

   What benefits would you like to
       learn more about?

   What types of benefits will help 
       you reach your wellness goals?

   How do you prefer to receive
       benefits information?

Tailor your benefits communications 
to their responses to continue to
build engagement and help them 
feel recognized.
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Learn more about the 
bswift Communication Practice
and follow bswift on LinkedIn!

Our Communication Practice recommends sharing a preplanned calendar of benefits 
topics you plan to cover throughout the year and keeping it in an easily accessible and visible 
location online (like your benefits enrollment platform).

Should I
reevaluate my
401K contribution?

I should review my
spending account to
see if any adjustment
should be made.

Am I taking advantage
of my employer’s
tuition reimbursement
program?

EMPLOYEES

BENEFITS
DECISION-MAKERS

NEW RECRUITS

Some of our clients prefer to do 
this by using our public-facing 
custom online portal to deliver 
benefits info to new recruits 
and decision-makers.

Others prefer print 
communications to reach 
decision-makers directly
at home.

bswift’s Communication Practice has their top recommendations for keeping your
Annual Enrollment communications fresh, engaging and employee-focused.

Check them out below!

COMMUNICATIONS SHOULD BOTH “PUSH” AND “PULL” 

Our Communication Practice recommends
employers to balance the “push” and “pull” of 
benefits communications. How does this work?

…information to 
employees by delivering 
benefits communications 
directly to them (whether 
via print or digital).

PUSH

PULL
…in their attention by 
sharing content relevant 
to them in these 
communications, 
encouraging them to 
learn more.

Our Communication Practice is seeing an increased focus on “soft benefits”:
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